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SUMMARY

Decades ago it was proposed that exocytosis
involves invagination of the target membrane, result-
ing in a highly localized site of contact between the
bilayers destined to fuse. The vesicle protein synap-
totagmin-I (syt) bends membranes in response to
Ca2+, but whether this drives localized invagination
of the target membrane to accelerate fusion has
not been determined. Previous studies relied on
reconstituted vesicles that were already highly
curved and used mutations in syt that were not
selective for membrane-bending activity. Here, we
directly address this question by utilizing vesicles
with different degrees of curvature. A tubulation-
defective syt mutant was able to promote fusion
between highly curved SNARE-bearing liposomes
but exhibited a marked loss of activity when the
membranes were relatively flat. Moreover, bending
of flat membranes by adding an N-BAR domain
rescued the function of the tubulation-deficient syt
mutant. Hence, syt-mediated membrane bending is
a critical step in membrane fusion.

INTRODUCTION

Chernomordik and coworkers have envisioned membrane

fusion and fission as similar processes that pass through analo-

gous intermediate membrane structures but in opposite direc-

tions, as dictated by distinct proteins (Kozlov and Chernomordik,

2002). A key step in endocytosis involves localized invagination

of the plasma membrane, allowing a nascent vesicle to form.

This process is mediated by a set of proteins that are able to

deform membranes (Farsad and De Camilli, 2003). Interestingly,

invagination of the plasma membrane has also been observed

during exocytosis in some secretory cells (Monck and Fernan-

dez, 1994). This remodeling would result in a curved dimple that

points toward secretory vesicles, bringing the two membranes
into close proximity at a small point of contact to reduce the

energy barrier for fusion. Therefore, ‘‘dimpling’’ of the plasma

membrane might constitute an essential step in regulated secre-

tion (Monck and Fernandez, 1994). However, proteins that

mediate this putative invagination step during exocytosis have

yet to be identified.

Recent studies have shown that synaptotagmin-I (syt), a Ca2+

sensor that triggers rapid neuronal exocytosis, is able to tubulate

membranes in response to Ca2+ (Arac et al., 2006; Martens et al.,

2007). Hence, syt might operate by buckling the plasma

membrane to lower the energy barrier for vesicle fusion.

Attempts have been made to correlate syt’s ability to tubulate

membranes with its ability to promote fusion of small unilamellar

vesicles (SUVs) (Martens et al., 2007). However, the SUV mem-

brane is already highly curved; as reported here, using more

physiologically relevant lipid mixtures, syt-induced membrane

tubules have diameters that are comparable to those of SUVs.

These findings indicate that SUV-SUV fusion assays are not

dependent on the ability of syt to bend membranes since

SUVs are already fully ‘‘bent.’’ In addition, previous work on this

problem relied on mutant forms of syt, which, as shown in the

present study, also affect the interaction of syt with soluble

NSF attachment protein receptors (SNAREs). Because syt

functions in part by engaging SNAREs (Chapman, 2008), it could

not be determined whether the differences in fusion activity

observed for these syt mutants were due to changes in

membrane-bending or SNARE-binding activity.

Here, we directly test the hypothesis that syt must bend

membranes in order to promote fusion. This was achieved by

analyzing SNARE-mediated fusion of giant unilamellar vesicles

(GUVs, diameter > 1 mm) in parallel with SUVs (diameter�65 nm).

We found that a syt mutant with compromised membrane-

bending activity failed to stimulate fusion when the membrane

was relatively flat (i.e., when using GUVs) but functioned effec-

tively when the membrane was already highly curved (i.e., when

using SUVs). Addition of the N-BAR domain of endophilin, which

plays a critical role in endocytosis—presumably by bending the

plasma membrane to facilitate vesicle budding (Farsad et al.,

2001) —rescued the function of a membrane-bending-deficient

syt mutant during regulated GUV-GUV fusion. These findings
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indicate that exo- and endocytosis proceed via common interme-

diate membrane structures. Finally, we demonstrate that the

cytoplasmic domain of syt—when targeted to either synaptic

vesicles or the presynaptic plasma membrane—can rescue rapid

exocytosis in syt knockout (KO) neurons, validating the use of this

protein fragment in reconstituted fusion assays.

RESULTS

Syt Senses Membrane Curvature: Steady-State and
Time-Resolved Quantitative Analysis
To set the stage for assessing the functional significance of syt’s

membrane-bending activity, we quantitatively analyzed the

ability of syt to sense membrane curvature. The cytoplasmic

domain of syt consists of tandem C2 domains—C2A and

C2B—that bind Ca2+ via two flexible loops that protrude from

one end of each domain (Figure 1A) (Fernandez et al., 2001; Sut-

ton et al., 1995). Upon binding Ca2+, these loops partially insert

into the hydrophobic core of the lipid bilayer (Bai et al., 2004;

Chapman and Davis, 1998). Penetration loops, with substantial

molecular volume, should prefer membranes with relatively

loose lipid packing, as in the outer leaflet of positively curved

bilayers. Indeed, a previous study revealed that C2A-C2B cose-

diments more avidly with small as opposed to larger liposomes

(Martens et al., 2007). Here, we applied three independent

assays to gain quantitative insights into the curvature sensing

ability of C2A-C2B.

We first compared the binding affinities of C2A-C2B with lipo-

somes of different diameters: 105 nm (V105nm), 138 nm (V138nm),

189 nm (V189nm), and 252 nm (V252nm), by assaying C2A-C2Bdli-

posome cosedimentation as a function of lipid concentration

(Figure 1B); depletion of protein from the supernatant was

used to monitor binding. The resulting titration curves confirmed

that C2A-C2B prefers highly curved membranes and resolved an

�1.9-fold difference in the apparent dissociation constants (KD)

between V105nm and V252nm (Figure 1C and Table S1 available

online). However, C2A-C2B exhibited similar binding affinities

for V252nm and giant unilamellar vesicles (diameters of a few

Figure 1. Biophysical Analyses of the

Membrane Curvature-Sensing Ability of Syt

(A) Model depicting the interaction of the cyto-

plasmic domain of syt (C2A-C2B) with

membranes. The solution structures of C2A and

C2B were rendered from Shao et al. (1998) and

Fernandez et al. (2001). Ca2+ ions = red spheres.

Two Ca2+-binding loops (L1 and L3) in each C2

domain partially penetrate the lipid bilayer in

response to Ca2+.

(B) Cosedimentation experiments were used to

assess the membrane-curvature preference of

C2A-C2B. Shown is a representative gel of the

remaining protein in the supernatant of each

sample. With increasing [lipid], C2A-C2B was

depleted from the supernatant fraction.

(C) Quantification of the gels in (B); error bars

represent standard error of the mean (SEM) from

triplicate determinations.

(D) Representative calorimetric heat flow signals

obtained when vesicles are injected into a solution

containing C2A-C2B. V105nm suspension (20 mM

[lipid]) was titrated against C2A-C2B (20 mM) in

the presence of 1 mM Ca2+ (top panel), 0.2 mM

EGTA (middle panel), or V252nm in 1 mM Ca2+

(lower panel).

(E) Integrated heat plotted as a function of [lipid]/

[C2A-C2B]; thermodynamic parameters are

summarized in Table S2. The binding isotherm of

V252nm is right-shifted as compared to that of

V105nm.

(F) Reaction scheme for the stopped-flow rapid

mixing experiments; vesicle = blue sphere.

(G) Representative traces of the time course of

Ca2+
dC2A-C2B assembly with V105nm and

V252nm, at 1 mM [lipid].

(H) kobs was plotted as a function of [lipid]. Error

bars represent SEM (n = 3). Kinetic parameters

are summarized in Table S3.

(I) Fold-increase in C2A-C2Bdmembrane complex

KD values as a function of liposome diameter. Error

bars represent SEM (n = 3).
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microns), suggesting that C2A-C2B is relatively insensitive to

curvature when the vesicle diameter is above 252 nm (Figure S2).

A preference for highly curved membranes was exhibited by

a range of syt mutants that were analyzed in parallel (Figures

S3 and S4; Table S1).

We then carried out isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) exper-

iments to determine the thermodynamics of C2A-C2Bdmem-

brane interactions. Aliquots of V105nm or V252nm were injected

into a sample chamber that contained C2A-C2B; titrations

using V252nm exhibited a shallow, right-shifted binding isotherm

(Figures 1D and 1E), confirming the idea that syt preferentially

binds to highly curved membranes. The isotherm for Ca2+
dC2A-

C2BdV105nm complex formation exhibited two phases, which are

likely due to a binding step followed by lipid rearrangements. This

notion is supported by the distinct broadening of peaks in the

exothermic phase compared to the earlier endothermic phase,

Figure 2. Syt Utilizes C2B to Bend

Membranes in Response to Ca2+

(A–L) Electron micrographs of Folch liposomes

incubated with the indicated syt fragments

(10 mM) for 10 hr. Scale bars correspond to

200 nm. The diameters of the lipid tubules were

as follows (mean ± standard deviation [SD], n =

30): 16 ± 4 nm for C2A-C2B; 11 ± 2 nm for C2B;

and 10 ± 3 nm for C2A3W-C2B3W.

(M) Model showing that different degrees of

membrane bending may result in different

morphologies of membranes. Membranes are

shown in gray, syt fragments are shown as small

ovals. Positive and negative curvatures are indi-

cated as ‘‘+’’ and ‘‘�,’’ respectively. Syt drives

deformation of lipid bilayers. The resulting

morphologies can be classified into four cate-

gories, as follows: (M1), formation of a ‘‘nipple,’’

which has positive curvature at the tip but negative

curvature at the base, as indicated by dashed

arrows. Protein prefers positively curved

membranes and tends to cluster at the nipple tip.

This in turn helps to maintain the shape of the

nipple. (M2), more extensive membrane bending

causes elongation of the nipple, forming a lipid

tubule protruding from the parental liposome.

New areas with a high degree of positive curvature

emerge on the radial plane resulting in increased

membrane area that is favorable for protein

binding. (M3), even more extensive membrane

bending would transform a whole liposome into

a long tubule, removing any negative curvature.

(M4), in extreme cases, the long lipid tubules are

broken into short tubules or even tiny vesicles,

further increasing the area with positive curvature.

(N) Quantification of the fraction of tubulated lipo-

somes obtained in the presence of the indicated

syt construct.

indicating slow lipid rearrangements

(Heimburg and Biltonen, 1994). We fitted

the biphasic binding isotherm using

a two-site model (Table S2). Here, we

only discuss the first site, which is likely

to correspond to the lipid-binding step. The stoichiometry (N)

was determined to be 81 ± 4. Given that liposomes contained

25% phosphatidylserine (PS) and C2A-C2B only inserts into

one leaflet, we estimate that each C2A-C2B binds�10 PS mole-

cules.

The experiments described thus far were carried out under

equilibrium conditions. However, syt might drive slow yet

dramatic shape changes in membranes (shown later in Figures 2

and S5–S7), which would affect measurements of the apparent

binding strength. To test this, we utilized a stopped-flow rapid

mixing approach to examine C2A-C2Bdliposome binding at the

initial instant of assembly. Reactions were monitored via

fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) between the

native aromatic residues in C2A-C2B and dansyl-PE in the mem-

branes of vesicles with different diameters (Figure 1F). Rapid

mixing of C2A-C2B with liposomes resulted in a rapid increase
Cell 138, 709–721, August 21, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 711



in fluorescence (Figure 1G), and these data were used to deter-

mine kinetic parameters, as summarized in Table S3. These

measurements revealed that a reduction in vesicle diameter—

from 252 nm to 105 nm—enhances the affinity of the C2A-

C2Bdmembrane interaction 9.3-fold; this is a more dramatic

increase than the 1.9-fold difference resolved in the cosedimen-

tation assays (Figure 1C). The fold enhancement in KD as a func-

tion of liposome diameter is plotted in Figure 1I.

Clearly, kinetic and steady-state measurements of the curva-

ture dependence of sytdmembrane interactions differ. These

differences are likely to be the result of ‘‘work’’ that syt carries

out to bend membranes after the initial binding step.

Syt Utilizes C2B to Bend Membranes
in a Ca2+-Dependent Manner
We explored the ability of syt to induce membrane curvature

using liposomes made from Folch fraction I brain lipid extract;

structures were visualized via negative stain electron microscopy.

In the presence of Ca2+, C2A-C2B converted Folch liposomes

into long thin lipid tubules (Figures 2A and M3). Tubulation was

not observed in the absence of Ca2+ (Figure 2B) or in the absence

of protein (Figures 2K and 2L), consistent with previous studies

(Arac et al., 2006; Martens et al., 2007). However, in contrast to

Martens et al. (2007), membrane tubulation activity did not require

the tethering of C2A with C2B, as C2A + C2B also drove tubulation

(Figures 2C and M2), albeit to a lesser degree than the intact cyto-

plasmic domain of syt (C2A-C2B). A striking result was obtained

when we tested each isolated C2 domain; the C2B domain tubu-

lated membranes as well as C2A-C2B (Figures 2D and 2N)

whereas C2A failed to tubulate membranes (Figure 2E). Even

C2A-C2A, in which two C2A domains are tethered together, failed

to tubulate membranes (Figure 2F). In contrast, C2B-C2B caused

fragmentation of the lipid membranes (Figures 2G and M4), indic-

ative of stronger tubulation activity. Together, these experiments

demonstrate that the C2B domain of syt is both necessary and

sufficient to drive tubulation. The fact that isolated C2A avidly

penetrates bilayers (Chapman and Davis, 1998; Davis et al.,

1999) yet fails to drive tubulation indicates that penetration is

not sufficient for membrane bending.

Having established that C2B is the membrane-bending domain

of syt, we next determined the tubulation activity of C2A-C2BCLM,

in which the C2B domain does not bind membranes due to

neutralization of its Ca2+ ligands (CLM; Ca2+ ligand mutations)

(Bai et al., 2002). This mutant exhibited only trace levels of

membrane-tubulation activity (Figures 2H and 2N). Surprisingly,

C2ACLM-C2B, which carries analogous Ca2+ ligand mutations

only within C2A, also exhibited a large defect in membrane tubu-

lation (Figures 2I and 2N). This indicates that in the context of

C2A-C2B, a ‘‘dead’’ C2A domain can inhibit the membrane-

bending activity of an adjacent C2B domain.

Because nonpolar side chains in the Ca2+-binding loops of syt

insert into the hydrophobic core of the bilayer, increasing the

hydrophobic volume of these residues should strengthen C2A-

C2Bdbilayer interactions, which in turn should translate to greater

binding energy for deforming membranes. We therefore tested

the tubulation activity of C2A3W-C2B3W, in which six nonpolar

residues within the membrane-penetration loops were replaced

with tryptophans (Trp). This mutant caused the formation of short
712 Cell 138, 709–721, August 21, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.
membrane tubules and tiny vesicles (Figures 2J and M4), sug-

gesting enhanced membrane-bending activity. At relatively low

concentrations (1 mM), C2A3W-C2B3W induced the formation of

long tubules from Folch liposomes (Figure S6).

The tubulation assay described above utilized liposomes

made from Folch lipid extract, which is commonly used to study

membrane-bending activity. However, this lipid mixture contains

much higher levels of PS (�50%) than occur in cells (7.5%–15%)

(Steenbergen et al., 2006); such high levels of PS are likely to

exaggerate the membrane-bending activity of syt by enhancing

the affinity of Ca2+
dsytdmembrane complexes. To determine

whether syt can tubulate more physiologically relevant mem-

branes, we incubated syt fragments with liposomes containing

15% PS + 30% phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) + 55% phospha-

tidylcholine (PC), i.e., the lipid mix that is used in the recon-

stituted fusion assays detailed further below, and which contains

all of the major phospholipids found in cells in proper ratios. In

the presence of Ca2+, C2A-C2B and isolated C2B were both

able to tubulate membranes (Figures S7A and S7C), although

to a lesser extent than was observed using Folch liposomes

(Figure 2). C2A failed to induce any detectable tubulation

(Figure S7B), as observed with Folch liposomes (Figure 2E).

C2A3W-C2B3W induced dramatic tubulation (Figure S7D).

For membranes that harbored 15% PS, C2A-C2B induced the

formation of tubules that were 54 ± 20 nm in diameter (Fig-

ure S7A), which is markedly greater than what we observed using

Folch liposomes that contain �50% PS (�16 nm, Figure 2B; an

inverse relationship between fraction of PS and tubule diameter

is shown in Figure S8). Thus, the diameter of C2A-C2B-induced

membrane tubules (54 ± 20 nm) is comparable to the diameter of

the SUVs (65 ± 19 nm) used in standard reconstituted fusion

assays. These results indicate that C2A-C2B is unlikely to

further bend membranes during reconstituted SUV-SUV fusion

(Martens et al., 2007), and the function of the membrane-bending

activity of syt has yet to be directly determined.

Mutations that Affect the Membrane-Bending Activity
of Syt Also Affect Interactions with t-SNAREs
The membrane tubulation activities of a handful of mutant syts

were previously reported to correlate with their abilities to stimu-

late fusion of SNARE-bearing SUVs (Martens et al., 2007); e.g.,

C2A2W-C2B2W, a Trp mutant with enhanced tubulation activity

exhibited a greater ability to stimulate fusion. An analogous

alanine (Ala) mutant, C2A2A-C2B2A, which fails to tubulate

membranes, was defective in the in vitro fusion assay. These

correlations led to the suggestion that membrane bending is

essential for syt function. However, such correlations do not

hold for other mutants, e.g., C2A-C2BCLM does not tubulate

membranes to any significant degree but stimulates fusion

almost as well as wild-type (WT) C2A-C2B (Bhalla et al., 2005;

Stein et al., 2007). Moreover, although the membrane-bending

activity of C2B is similar to that of C2A-C2B (Figure 3D compared

to Figure 3A), the ability of isolated C2B to stimulate fusion is

much lower (Gaffaney et al., 2008).

Syt must engage both membranes and t-SNAREs to regulate

SNARE-catalyzed fusion (Chapman, 2008), yet the t-SNARE-

binding activities of the syt tubulation mutants have not been

compared in a systematic way; it is possible that the differential



Figure 3. Mutations that Alter Membrane Bending Also Affect the Ability of Syt to Bind t-SNAREs

(A) Coimmunoprecipitation of syt fragments with t-SNARE heterodimers was carried out using an anti-syntaxin (syx) antibody. Equal fractions of total input (T) and

immunoprecipitated material (E: 0.2 mM EGTA; Ca: 1 mM Ca2+) were subjected to SDS-PAGE. The 31 samples were resolved in two separate gels, which were

juxtaposed at the position indicated by the arrow.

(B) t-SNARE-binding activity of each syt protein was quantified by densitometry. Data are reported as mean ± SD, n = 3.

(C) Trp/Ala mutations within the membrane-penetration loops of syt strongly affect syt’s ability to engage t-SNAREs in response to Ca2+, as assessed using

co-flotation assays with t-SNARE-bearing, PS-free vesicles. Trp mutants (C2A2W-C2B2W, C2A3W-C2B3W) co-floated more avidly than WT C2A-C2B, while Ala

mutant (C2A2A-C2B2A) exhibited diminished binding.

(D) Gels in (C) were quantified by densitometry, and molar ratios of syts and syx were plotted against log[Ca2+]. Error bars represent SEM (n R 3).
activities of these mutants in the SUV-SUV fusion assay are due

to changes in their abilities to engage t-SNAREs. We therefore

compared the t-SNARE-binding activities of the aforementioned

syt mutants. Immunoprecipitation showed that all mutants

tested exhibited significantly altered t-SNARE-binding activity

(Figures 3A and 3B). Two Trp mutants, C2A2W-C2B2W and

C2A3W-C2B3W, exhibited enhanced t-SNARE-binding activity,

whereas all of the other mutants tested showed reductions in

binding.

In contrast to our findings, another group did not detect signif-

icant differences in SNARE-binding activity of the Trp and Ala

mutant forms of syt (Lynch et al., 2008). In order to resolve this

issue, we carried out coflotation assays as an independent

approach to compare the t-SNARE binding of the syt mutants

(Figure 3C). The extent of t-SNARE binding was markedly

enhanced for the two Trp mutants and was clearly reduced for

the Ala mutant (Figure 3D). These experiments demonstrate

that the Trp and Ala mutations affect not only the membrane-

tubulation activity of syt but also interactions with t-SNAREs.

Hence, it remained unclear whether syt’s ability to bend

membranes has any functional role during fusion.

Using Vesicles with Different Curvatures to Determine
Directly whether Syt Must Bend Membranes
to Regulate Fusion
To directly assess the function of the membrane-bending activity

of syt during membrane fusion, we utilized two sets of SNARE-
bearing vesicles with distinct intrinsic membrane curvatures:

the commonly used SUVs (Chicka et al., 2008; Martens et al.,

2007; Stein et al., 2007; Tucker et al., 2004; Weber et al., 1998),

whose membranes are already highly curved, and GUVs, whose

membranes are relatively flat (Figures 4A and 4B). Fusion

between SNARE-bearing vesicles was monitored using FRET

(Tucker et al., 2004; Weber et al., 1998). The rationale was as

follows: mutants that are tubulation deficient but are still able to

engage t-SNAREs should be able to stimulate SUV-SUV fusion

but should exhibit loss of function in the GUV-GUV fusion assay.

By contrast, syt mutants that efficiently bend membranes should

be relatively insensitive to membrane curvature. We selected

WT, a gain-of-function mutant (C2A3W-C2B3W), a loss-of-func-

tion mutant (C2A-C2BCLM), and isolated C2B for these experi-

ments. All of these syt proteins retain some degree of t-SNARE-

binding activity (Figure 3A) but have distinct membrane-bending

abilities (Figure 2).

To measure the effect of membrane curvature on syt-stimu-

lated SNARE-mediated fusion, syt proteins were added to

assays containing either SNARE-bearing SUVs or GUVs. For

GUV-GUV fusion, C2A-C2BCLM could only stimulate fusion to

19% of the levels of WT (Figure 4D, left). By contrast, in the

SUV-SUV system, the extent of C2A-C2BCLM-stimulated fusion

reached 70% of the WT level (Figure 4D, right) (Bhalla et al.,

2005). Thus, mutations that disrupt the ability of the C2B domain

to sense Ca2+ significantly decrease syt’s ability to stimulate

fusion of vesicles with a low degree of membrane curvature.
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These findings explain why Ca2+-ligand mutations in C2B

completely disrupt the function of syt in neurons (Mackler

et al., 2002; Nishiki and Augustine, 2004) but have little effect

on syt-regulated fusion in in vitro fusion assays that utilize highly

curved SUVs (Bhalla et al., 2005; Stein et al., 2007). By mimicking

the low curvature of the plasma membrane through the use of

GUVs, a greater loss of function can be detected for C2A-

C2BCLM, more closely matching the loss-of-function synaptic

transmission phenotype. Notably, the functional deficiency ex-

hibited by C2A-C2BCLM was insensitive to changes in membrane

fluidity and rigidity (Figure S11).

Isolated C2B possesses similar membrane-bending activity

but lower t-SNARE-binding activity as compared to C2A-C2B

(Figures 2D, 2N, 3A, and 3B). As expected, isolated C2B ex-

hibited a reduced ability to stimulate SUV-SUV fusion compared

to C2A-C2B, in accord with a previous report (Gaffaney et al.,

2008). This loss of function is most likely due to compromised

t-SNARE-binding activity given that the ability of C2B to promote

membrane fusion is insensitive to membrane curvature: C2B is

equally efficient in GUV-GUV and SUV-SUV fusion assays

(55% ± 13% versus 65% ± 9%, p > 0.05).

C2A3W-C2B3W is endowed with enhanced membrane-bending

and t-SNARE-binding activity (Figures 2J, 2N, and 3A–3D). As

expected, this mutant was even more effective than WT C2A-

C2B in both SUV-SUV and GUV-GUV fusion assays (132% ±

10% and 151% ± 11%, respectively). The enhancement in

activity of the Trp mutant was more prominent in the GUV-GUV

fusion assay, presumably due to stronger membrane-bending

activity.

We next sought to determine which membrane—target (t) or

vesicle (v)—must be bent in order for syt to regulate membrane

fusion. This was accomplished using asymmetric systems

composed of either t-GUV + v-SUV or t-SUV + v-GUV vesicles

(Figure S12). Whereas decreases in curvature of either the donor

Figure 4. A Tubulation-Deficient Syt Mutant Regulates the Fusion of

Small, but Not Large, Liposomes

(A) Syt-stimulated fusion of v-SNARE vesicles, containing donor and acceptor

FRET pairs, with unlabeled t-SNARE vesicles leads to an increase in FRET-

donor fluorescence. Fusion assays were carried out with either GUVs or SUVs.

(B) Representative fluorescence microscopy (left) and electron microscopy

(right) images of vesicles used in this study. Scale bars: 8 mm (left) and 1 mm

(right).

(C) Absolute NBD dequenching signals for C2A-C2B/C2A-C2BCLM-stimulated

fusion of GUVs (left) and SUVs (right). Addition of detergent produced

a maximum fluorescence signal for normalization. One millimolar of Ca2+

was added at t = 2 min to activate syt and trigger fusion.

(D) Comparison of the % syt stimulated fusion for WT C2A-C2B and the tubu-

lation-deficient mutant, C2A-C2BCLM, for GUV (left) and SUV (right) fusion

assays. Relative to WT, the extent of C2A-C2BCLM-stimulated fusion shows

a clear loss of function in the GUV system (left) as compared to the SUV

system.

(E) Extent of stimulated fusion for GUV (left) and SUV (right) systems plotted for

four syt constructs. Error bars represent SD (n = 3).

(F) Left: GUV-GUV fusion was blocked by pretreatment with botulinum neuro-

toxin B or by the use of a truncated form of SNAP-25, which mimicked the

cleavage product of botulinum neurotoxin E, or by addition of the cytoplasmic

domain of synaptobrevin (cd-syb) or the cytoplasmic domain of the t-SNARE

heterodimers (cd-dimer). Right: An SDS-PAGE gel showing that botulinum

neurotoxin B efficiently cleaved GUV-embedded syb. Error bars represent

SD (n = 3).



or acceptor membrane resulted in lower extents of fusion, a more

significant loss in C2A-C2BCLM-stimulated fusion relative to WT

C2A-C2B occurred using the t-GUV/v-SUV system. These data

suggest that the curvature of the t-SNARE membrane has

a greater effect on syt function and support the idea that syt regu-

lates fusion by doing work on the plasma membrane (Bai et al.,

2004; Chicka et al., 2008; Stein et al., 2007).

Finally, GUV-GUV fusion was efficiently blocked by agents

that cleave SNAREs or prevent trans-SNARE pairing, demon-

strating that these fusion reactions were mediated by functional

SNARE complexes (Figure 4F).

The Function of a Membrane-Bending-Defective Syt
Mutant Can Be Rescued by the N-BAR Domain
from Endophilin
The data presented above demonstrate that Ca2+

dsyt-mediated

membrane bending comprises an essential step during Ca2+-

triggered fusion. Thus, syt might act, at least in part, by buckling

the plasma membrane toward the vesicle membrane. Based on

our tubulation data (Figure S7), we predicted that syt-driven

plasma membrane dimples have a curvature that is similar to

synaptic vesicles (�50 nm diameter). Such dimples have curva-

tures that are similar to buds that form during endocytosis.

Therefore, we next determined if an endocytic protein could

compensate for the membrane-bending defects of the syt

mutant C2A-C2BCLM.

The N-BAR domain of endophilin, a protein involved in cla-

thrin-mediated endocytosis, was utilized for these experiments.

N-BAR domains are highly conserved protein motifs that occur in

a number of endocytic proteins. These domains assemble into

crescent-shaped dimers that avidly bend membranes (Casal

et al., 2006). Here, we show that the N-BAR of endophilin inter-

acts with PS in a Ca2+-independent manner (Figure 5A) and

does not exhibit significant interactions with SNAREs (Figures

5B and 5C). The N-BAR of endophilin was able to deform

PS-containing vesicles into tubules with diameters of 30–90 nm

(Figure 5D); addition of N-BAR to GUVs resulted in tubulation of

the membranes within a few minutes (Figure S13).

As discussed in detail above, C2A-C2BCLM alone stimulates

very low levels of SNARE-mediated GUV-GUV fusion (Figure 5F,

green). Notably, addition of N-BAR to the GUV-GUV + C2A-

C2BCLM system resulted in a marked increase in membrane

fusion relative to C2A-C2BCLM alone (Figure 5F, red). This result

clearly demonstrates that the membrane-curvature-generating

ability of N-BAR can rescue, in trans, the membrane-bending

defects of C2A-C2BCLM, resulting in the reconstitution of regu-

lated membrane fusion. The extent of N-BAR + C2A-C2BCLM

regulated fusion was only slightly less than that for WT C2A-

C2B alone (Figure 5F, cyan), suggesting that N-BAR efficiently

rescued the function of C2A-C2BCLM. We also found that

N-BAR (Figure 5F, blue), as well as hypertonic sucrose, which

was used to buckle GUV membranes through osmotic shrinkage

(Figure S14), yielded only modest increases in fusion regulated by

WT C2A-C2B as compared to C2A-C2BCLM. Together, these

results confirm the idea that N-BAR rescues C2A-C2BCLM by

restoring membrane-bending activity to fusion reactions.

In the absence of C2A-C2BCLM, N-BAR affected neither the

extent nor the rate of SNARE-mediated GUV fusion (Figure 5F,
orange), further demonstrating that membrane bending alone

is not sufficient for regulating fusion. The fact that N-BAR stimu-

lates fusion only in the presence of C2A-C2BCLM provides strong

evidence that the t-SNARE-binding activity of syt plays a critical

role in the regulation of fusion. N-BAR did not enhance the ability

of C2A-C2BCLM to stimulate SUV-SUV fusion (data not shown),

further supporting the idea that SUVs are not an appropriate

system to assess the significance of protein-mediated mem-

brane bending. Because N-BAR-rescued GUV-GUV fusion

was blocked by the same agents used in Figure 4F, ‘‘rescued

fusion’’ also proceeds through trans-SNARE pairing (Figure 5I).

The experiments above were carried out with C2A-C2BCLM

and N-BAR added concurrently to GUVs 20 min before addition

of Ca2+. We next added the C2A-C2BCLM and N-BAR proteins

sequentially and in different orders to monitor N-BAR-mediated

membrane bending and the action of C2A-C2BCLM on SNAREs

in a step-wise fashion. In either case, sequential addition of

C2A-C2BCLM followed by N-BAR (Figure 5G) or of N-BAR fol-

lowed by C2A-C2BCLM (Figure 5H) resulted in fast membrane

fusion only after the addition of the second component. These

experiments further confirm that the presence of both C2A-

C2BCLM and N-BAR are required for the rapid and robust

Ca2+-triggered fusion of GUVs.

These experiments demonstrate that syt operates by both

bending membranes and engaging SNARE proteins, and that

these two functions can be dissociated from one another.

Finally, although both N-BAR and syt engage PS-harboring

membranes, N-BAR does not significantly affect the interaction

of C2A-C2B or C2A-C2BCLM with liposomes (Figure S15).

Thus, the marked rescue of regulated fusion by N-BAR is likely

to be a direct consequence of N-BAR-mediated membrane

bending.

Targeting of the Cytoplasmic Domain (C2A-C2B) of Syt
to Presynaptic Boutons Rescues Rapid Synaptic
Transmission in Syt I KO Neurons
Although it is well established that C2A-C2B is able to accelerate

reconstituted SNARE-catalyzed fusion in a Ca2+-dependent

manner (Chicka et al., 2008; Martens et al., 2007; Stein et al.,

2007; Tucker et al., 2004), studies with reconstituted,

membrane-embedded syt have not resulted in a clear picture.

Namely, membrane-embedded syt was reported to facilitate

Ca2+-independent fusion in one study (Mahal et al., 2002) and

to inhibit fusion in response to Ca2+ in another study (Stein

et al., 2007). These reports raise questions regarding the analysis

of syt in reduced, reconstituted fusion assays such as those

used in the current study. In our laboratory, full-length syt aggre-

gates and causes vesicles that harbor the protein to become

unstable (J.D. Gaffaney and E.R.C., unpublished data), so we

have relied largely on C2A-C2B. It has been reported that splice

variants of some syt isoforms lack a transmembrane domain

(TMD) (Craxton, 2004), suggesting that a membrane anchor is

not essential for some aspects of function, but this might not

be the case for syt I, which is the topic of study here. So, we

carried out a series of experiments to determine whether C2A-

C2B can regulate membrane fusion in syt I KO neurons.

First, to determine whether the TMD of syt is essential for

function, we fused C2A-C2B to another vesicle protein,
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Figure 5. N-BAR Domain-Induced Membrane Bending Rescues C2A-C2BCLM-Regulated Membrane Fusion

(A) Representative cosedimentation gels showing that N-BAR binds PS-harboring liposomes in a Ca2+-independent manner. With increasing levels of PS, N-BAR

shifted from the supernatant (s) to the pellet (p) fraction. At the same %PS, N-BAR binds more avidly to V105nm than to V252nm.

(B) N-BAR does not exhibit significant t- or v-SNARE-binding activity, while C2A-C2BCLM and C2A-C2B bind t-SNAREs in a Ca2+-dependent manner, as

assessed using coflotation assays. Protein-free, t-SNARE- and v-SNARE-bearing vesicles are indicated as pf, Tr, and Vr, respectively.

(C) Quantification of coflotation assays. Error bars represent SD (n = 3).

(D) Electron micrographs showing that 1 mM N-BAR tubulated liposomes composed of 100% Folch lipids or 15% PS/30% PE/55% PC, after 15 min incubation;

the diameters of the tubules ranged from 30 nm to 90 nm.

(E) In vitro membrane fusion assay setup. v-SNARE and t-SNARE GUVs were mixed with 10 mM C2A-C2BCLM and 1 mM N-BAR.

(F) Addition of N-BAR greatly enhanced both the rate and extent of Ca2+-triggered C2A-C2BCLM-stimulated GUV-GUV fusion but had modest effects on WT C2A-

C2B-stimulated fusion; in the absence of N-BAR, C2A-C2BCLM-stimulated GUV-GUV fusion was negligible (green trace). One millimolar Ca2+ was added at

t = 20 min.

(G) Sequential addition of 10 mM C2A-C2BCLM (t = 0), 1 mM CaCl2 (t = 15 min), and 1 mM N-BAR (t = 25 min) to GUV t-SNARE and v-SNARE vesicles, as indicated

by arrows.

(H) Sequential addition experiment as carried out in panel G, with N-BAR added at t = 0 and C2A-C2BCLM added at t = 25 min, as indicated by arrows.

(I) N-BAR-rescued fusion was inhibited by the same agents used in Figure 4F. Error bars represent SD (n = 3).
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synaptophysin (Figure 6A, upper). This fusion protein (physin-

C2A-C2B), when expressed in syt I KO cortical neurons via len-

tiviral infection, was targeted to secretory vesicles (Figure S16).

We monitored the release of inhibitory neurotransmitter from

infected neurons via postsynaptic recordings. Syt I KO neurons

produced only slow asynchronous GABA release in response

to action potentials; rapid and robust release was restored by

expressing WT syt in these neurons. Strikingly, rapid evoked

release of GABA was also observed for physin-C2A-C2B ex-

pressing neurons. The inhibitory postsynaptic currents (IPSCs)

exhibited similar kinetics and peak amplitudes as compared to

neurons rescued by full-length WT protein (Figures 6B–6D).

Furthermore, both WT syt and physin-C2A-C2B expressing

neurons released more GABA than syt I KO neurons (Figure 6E).

These results suggest that the TMD is not essential for syt to

accelerate synaptic vesicle exocytosis.

We next determined whether the localization of syt to vesicles

is required for its function. C2A-C2B was fused to the N-terminal

Figure 6. Synaptic Vesicle and Plasma Membrane

Localized C2A-C2B Both Rescue Rapid Exocytosis in

Syt Knockout Neurons

(A) Diagram showing the C2A-C2B fusion proteins that were

expressed in syt I KO neurons. C2A-C2B was targeted to

synaptic vesicles by fusing it to the C terminus of full-length

synaptophysin or was targeted to the presynaptic plasma

membrane by fusing it to the first 20 residues of GAP-43.

(B) Typical traces of evoked IPSCs recorded from syt I KO

neurons (KO) and lentivirus-infected KO neurons expressing

WT syt (syt rescue), GAP43-C2A-C2B, physin-C2A-C2B,

GAP43-C2A-C2BCLM, or physin-C2A-C2BCLM.

(C) Average normalized cumulative IPSC charge transfer over

1.5 s for KO neurons expressing the indicated constructs.

(D and E) Summaries of the peak amplitude (D) and total

charge transfer over 1.5 s (E) of evoked IPSCs. Error bars

represent SEM.

membrane-targeting motif of GAP-43 (Figure 6A,

lower), a protein that is anchored to the inner leaflet

of the plasma membrane via two palmitoylated

cysteines (Liu et al., 1991). This fusion construct

(GAP43-C2A-C2B) was indeed targeted to the

plasma membrane of cells (Figures 6A and S16)

and rescued rapid synaptic transmission in syt I

KO neurons (Figures 6B–6D). The peak IPSC ampli-

tude was similar to cortical neurons expressing WT

syt or physin-C2A-C2B. The total charge transfer

was slightly lower than neurons rescued by WT

syt yet significantly larger than the syt I KO control.

We next determined whether the ability of

membrane-targeted C2A-C2B to rescue rapid

synaptic transmission depended on its Ca2+-acti-

vated membrane-bending activity. The tubulation-

deficient mutant, C2A-C2BCLM, was fused to

synaptophysin or GAP43 and expressed in syt I

KO cortical neurons. The fusion proteins—physin-

C2A-C2BCLM and GAP43-C2A-C2BCLM—were

correctly targeted to presynaptic boutons (Fig-

ure S17) but failed to rescue rapid synaptic trans-

mission (Figure 6B, inset). These data further confirm the idea

that membrane bending comprises a critical step during syt-

regulated membrane fusion.

From these data, we conclude that neither the TMD nor vesicle

localization is required for syt function during exocytosis; C2A-

C2B is capable of promoting rapid release of neurotransmitters

when attached to either the vesicle or plasma membrane.

DISCUSSION

Dual Activities of Syt: Sensing and Inducing Membrane
Curvature
Curvature-sensing activity can be considered as a ‘‘passive’’

property of syt, which is likely to be a direct result of its

membrane-penetration activity. In contrast, the curvature-

inducing activity can be envisioned as an ‘‘active’’ property of

syt, by which syt can create favorable curvature for binding to

membranes. Because syt both senses and induces positive
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Figure 7. Model Depicting the Role of Syt during Ca2+-Triggered Exocytosis of Synaptic Vesicles

(A) Before Ca2+ influx, partially assembled SNARE complexes form between the vesicle and target membrane. The two membranes are held close to each other

but cannot fuse due, in part, to the clamping activity of syt, which serves to arrest trans-SNARE pairs (Chicka et al., 2008). Ca2+-independent interactions with

t-SNARE and plasma membrane lipid PIP2 (Bai et al., 2004; Chicka et al., 2008) steer C2B toward the plasma membrane.

(B) Upon Ca2+ influx, the Ca2+-binding loops of the C2B domain rapidly insert into the target membrane (Chicka et al., 2008). Insertion might be accompanied by

a rotation (indicated by the curved arrow) and/or oligomerization of this domain.

(C) The concerted actions of multiple C2B domains serve to locally bend the plasma membrane toward the vesicle membrane (only two C2B domains are shown

in the model for simplicity). This invagination brings the two membranes into closer proximity and significantly lowers the energy barrier for bilayer merger

(Martens et al., 2007; Monck and Fernandez, 1994).

(D) Ca2+-syt simultaneously triggers structural transitions in t-SNAREs, perhaps driving complete zippering of SNARE complexes, to initiate fusion.
curvature, its cytoplasmic domain is likely to associate with

membranes in a cooperative manner, i.e., the binding of syt

bends the underlying membrane and favors the subsequent

binding of additional copies of syt. This mechanism would

enhance the ability of syt to engage relatively flat membranes

under equilibrium conditions, thus ‘‘blurring’’ the observed

curvature sensitivity to some extent in steady-state experiments.

Although all of the syt constructs tested in this study sensed

membrane curvature (Figures S3 and S4), some lacked the

ability to induce membrane curvature (Figure 2). These data

suggest that the abilities of syt to sense and induce curvature

are not intrinsically coupled properties. Notably, in contrast to

isolated C2A, isolated C2B was able to mediate bending of

membranes, contradicting a previous report (Martens et al.,

2007), but this earlier study used a truncated C2B domain (resi-

dues 273–408) that lacked an a helix in the C-terminal portion of

the domain (residues 409–418) (Figure 1A). Combined with our

finding that the tandem C2 domain construct, C2A-C2A, is

unable to efficiently tubulate liposomes, we conclude that teth-

ering of C2 domains is neither sufficient nor necessary for tubu-

lation activity.

It is somewhat surprising that isolated C2B avidly tubulates

membranes, while the homologous C2A domain does not;

thus, membrane insertion alone is not sufficient to drive

membrane bending. Membrane deformation has been sug-

gested to result from the coordinated effort of two or more inter-

actions from one protein (Gallop et al., 2006) or a collective effort

from multiple copies of a protein (Ayton et al., 2007). We specu-

late that the unique structural features of C2B, e.g., two a helices

at the ‘‘bottom’’ of the domain, in conjunction with its membrane-

penetration loops at the ‘‘top’’, somehow endow C2B with

membrane-bending activity. As noted above, a truncated form

of C2B that lacked the C-terminal a helix was unable to tubulate

membranes, consistent with the notion that this helix plays a crit-

ical role in the membrane-bending process. It has been shown

that C2A-C2B forms ring-like and filamentous structures in

a Ca2+- and PS-dependent manner and C2B appears to be

crucial for this activity (Wu et al., 2003). Thus, it is tempting to
718 Cell 138, 709–721, August 21, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.
consider the possibility that the C-terminal a helices mediate

dimerization or oligomerization of C2B to facilitate membrane

bending.

Functional Analysis of the Membrane-Bending
Activity of Syt
The use of GUVs in the reconstituted fusion system provides

direct evidence for the idea that in addition to critical interactions

with t-SNAREs, syt regulates fusion by bending membranes.

Because the standard in vitro fusion assays utilize SUVs whose

membranes are already highly curved, defects in the ability of

C2A-C2BCLM to stimulate fusion via loss of membrane-bending

activity could not be discerned. GUVs better mimic the lack of

curvature of the plasma membrane in cells and reveal a striking

loss of function for this mutant (Figure 4) that agrees with the

inability of C2B Ca2+-ligand mutants to support synaptic trans-

mission (Mackler et al., 2002; Nishiki and Augustine, 2004).

Hence, improvements in reconstituted fusion assays continue

to result in the convergence of this system with findings obtained

using cell-based assays (Chicka et al., 2008). A model for the

function of syt during regulated membrane fusion is shown in

Figure 7.

How does the membrane-bending activity of syt accelerate

fusion? First, bending of the plasma membrane serves to bring

the two curved bilayers into closer proximity, making it possible

for lipid molecules to transfer from one membrane to the other

(Marrink and Mark, 2003). Second, a plasma membrane dimple

would greatly reduce the contact area of the apposing

membranes, thereby minimizing the repulsive hydration force

(Chernomordik and Kozlov, 2003). Third, curvature may increase

tension in the plasma membrane to partially expose the nonpolar

interior of the bilayer, allowing hydrophobic attractions between

the interiors of the two bilayers (Chanturiya et al., 2002).

Given the extremely rapid kinetics of synaptic vesicle exocy-

tosis, syt-mediated membrane deformations must occur on

rapid timescales. However, due to technical limitations, ms

or sub-ms remodeling of membranes cannot be captured

by standard electron microscopy methods. Current tubulation



assays indicate that lipid tubules formed within 30 min at 25�C

(Figure S5). The relatively slow kinetics of tubulation do not imply

that membrane bending is a slow process since tubulation repre-

sents extensive membrane remodeling and is the collective

outcome of potentially rapid local membrane-bending events

that accumulate over time. Indeed, the rate at which syt pene-

trates membranes approaches the collision-limit for this reaction

(Bai et al., 2004); thus local membrane deformations are likely to

occur on rapid timescales.

An Endocytic Protein Motif Rescues the Activity
of a Tubulation-Deficient Syt Mutant during Fusion
Syt must engage both membranes and t-SNAREs to operate as

a Ca2+ sensor for exocytosis (Chapman, 2008). By using the

N-BAR domain of endophilin, we dissociated these two activities

at a functional level. Separately, C2A-C2BCLM or the N-BAR

domain of endophilin had little effect on the fusion of relatively

flat membranes (GUVs). Strikingly, when presented simulta-

neously in the GUV fusion assay, these proteins drove rapid

and robust membrane fusion. These data clearly demonstrate

that the ability of syt to carry out work on membranes and

SNARE proteins (Bhalla et al., 2006) can be separated from

one another. The N-BAR rescue experiment suggests that it is

possible that different copies of syt could have distinct roles in

exocytosis, e.g., some might only bind/bend membranes

(mimicked by N-BAR), whereas other copies might only engage

t-SNAREs (mimicked by C2A-C2BCLM).

It is rather remarkable that a motif from an endocytic protein

can drive membrane fusion (in the presence of a mutant form

of syt that can interact with and activate t-SNAREs), underscor-

ing the conclusion that membrane fusion and fission proceed

through similar transient membrane structures.

The Transmembrane Domain Is Not Required for Syt
to Accelerate Membrane Fusion in Neurons
There is good agreement among numerous groups that the cyto-

plasmic domain of syt renders SNARE-catalyzed fusion depen-

dent upon Ca2+. However, it has previously remained unclear

as to whether the TMD of syt plays a significant role during

synaptic vesicle exocytosis. In the current study, we found that

targeting of C2A-C2B to either synaptic vesicles or the presyn-

aptic plasma membrane is sufficient to restore rapid synaptic

transmission in syt I KO neurons. In particular, the finding that

GAP43-C2A-C2B rescues the syt I KO phenotype argues against

a model in which the transmembrane domain is required for syt to

pull the vesicle membrane toward the plasma membrane in order

to promote fusion. Clearly, C2A-C2B must be targeted to presyn-

aptic boutons in order to function, and such targeting normally

requires the amino-terminal portion of the molecule (including

the TMD), but this is not required in reconstituted fusions assays

where the concentration of C2A-C2B can be optimized.

Concluding Remarks
In closing, we reiterate that since the interaction of syt with

membranes and SNAREs appear to be intrinsically coupled

binding reactions (Bhalla et al., 2006), mutations that specifically

affect syt’s membrane-bending activity might not be forth-

coming, and, as we show here, all current membrane-bending
mutants also exhibit altered SNARE-binding activity. Here, we

devised a different strategy to approach this problem; by utilizing

membranes with different degrees of curvature we were able to

directly determine whether or not the membrane-bending

activity of syt plays a role in regulated fusion. This approach

underscores the utility of reconstituted systems, where starting

parameters—including membrane curvature—can be readily

controlled, making it possible to elucidate the nano-mechanics

of membrane fusion reactions. The data reported here demon-

strate that the interaction of syt with lipid bilayers serves to drive

localized invagination of the target membrane to facilitate fusion

(Monck and Fernandez, 1994) and suggest that the fusion pore

might be composed of both lipids as well as SNARE TMDs

(Han et al., 2004). Because similar membrane-bending steps

occur during early steps in vesicle retrieval (Kozlov and Cherno-

mordik, 2002), exo- and endocytosis appear to share common

intermediate membrane structures.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Liposomes

Protein-free liposomes were prepared by extrusion through polycarbonate

filters with pore sizes of 50, 100, 200, and 400 nm (Avanti Polar Lipids). The

hydrodynamic diameters of the extruded liposomes were 105 ± 37, 138 ±

32, 189 ± 74, and 252 ± 103 nm, respectively, as determined using a PCS

Submicron Particle Size Analyzer (Beckman Coulter). These liposome suspen-

sions—when made from identical amounts of lipid—possess similar binding

capacities for C2A-C2B and exhibited �100% sedimentation efficiency under

the conditions used in our assays, as shown in Figure S1 and Table S4. Lipid

composition was 25% PS/75% PC for cosedimentation and ITC experiments

and 5% dansyl-PE/25% PS/70% PC for stopped-flow experiments. Rapid

injections of liposomes during ITC and stopped-flow experiments do not

significantly alter the size of the liposomes, as shown in Table S5.

For tubulation assays, brain lipid extract (Folch fraction I) was dried and

then resuspended at 1 mg/ml in HEPES buffered saline (50 mM HEPES-

NaOH, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.4). Folch liposomes were produced by sonication

for 10 min. Liposomes used in Figures 5D, S7, and S8—composed of synthetic

PS, PE, and PC—were prepared by extrusion through a polycarbonate filter

with a pore size of 400 nm.

For in vitro fusion assays, SNARE-bearing SUVs were prepared as

described previously (Tucker et al., 2004) using 15% PS/30% PE/55% PC

for t-SNARE vesicles and 15% PS/27% PE/ 55% PC/1.5% NBD-PE/1.5%

rhodamine-PE for v-SNARE vesicles. SNARE-bearing GUVs were formed via

the electroformation method using SNARE-bearing SUVs by centrifuging the

SUVs for 90 min at 85,000 rpm. The pelleted vesicles were then resuspended

in a low-salt HEPES buffer (5 mM HEPES-NaOH, 5 mM NaCl, pH 7.5),

dispensed onto an indium tin oxide-coated glass slide, and dried under

vacuum. The dried film was rehydrated with 200 mM sucrose while a 1V-10Hz

sinusoidal electric field was applied for 3 hr. T- and v-SNARE bearing

GUVs were analyzed under a microscope and found to have diameters of

4.7 ± 1.6 mm. The SNARE-bearing SUVs were analyzed using an electron

microscopy and their diameters were 65 ± 19 nm (mean ± standard deviation

[SD], n = 31). The drying process during GUV preparation appears to have little,

if any, effect on the activity/conformation of SNARE proteins (Figure S9).

During preparation of GUVs from SUVs, equal percentages of SNAREs and

lipids are lost (40%–60%); hence, the SNARE/lipid ratios of GUVs are similar

to SUVs (Figure S10).

Electron Microscopy

0.3 mg/ml Folch liposomes or extruded PS/PE/PC liposomes were incubated

with the indicated concentrations of N-BAR or syt proteins, in the presence of

1 mM CaCl2 or 0.2 mM EGTA at room temperature for 15 min to 10 hr, as indi-

cated. Samples were loaded on a pioloform coated (Ted Pella Inc) 300-mesh

grid (glow discharged) and stained with nano-W (methylamine tungstate,
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Nanoprobes Inc). Negatively stained samples were viewed on a Philips CM120

scanning transmission electron microscope.

Fusion Assays

Fusion assays were carried out as described previously (Tucker et al., 2004).

All reactions contained a v-SNARE to t-SNARE vesicle ratio of 1:2 and

0.1 mM EGTA. Fusion was triggered by addition of 1 mM CaCl2. For all exper-

iments, t-SNARE vesicles were first mixed with HEPES buffer (50 mM HEPES-

NaOH, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.4), EGTA, and syt/N-BAR and allowed to warm

to 37�C before addition of v-SNARE vesicles. The total reaction volume was

100 ml; data were normalized to the initial time point and the maximum fluores-

cence in n-dodecyl b-D-maltoside.

Statistical Methods

Statistical significance was evaluated by two-tailed unpaired Student’s t test:

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

Supplemental Data include Supplemental Experimental Procedures, seven-

teen figures, and five tables and can be found with this article online at

http://www.cell.com/supplemental/S0092-8674(09)00654-0.
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